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The Society learnt with deep regret of the recent death of
Mr. James Fitton at the age of 83. Mr. Fitton was widely
known in the internati9nal sphere of the arts ~s a senior
Royal Academician, who had exhibited at the annual summer
exhibition for more than 50 years, and as a former Trustee
of the British Museum. He lived in Pond Cottages and had
been a Vice President of our Society since its inception
in 1963. He was a former Governor of Dulwich ~ollege and
Honorary Surveyor of the Picture Gallery, and spoke in
spirited defence of the sale of the Domenichino painting
some years ago.
We extend our deepest sympathy to his family.

Our Committee C.hairman, who is a member of the East Surrey
Family History Society, was recently contacted by a
Mr JA Constable of Plymouth, who wished to confirm a
family tradition that bis great-great-great-grandfather had
farmed in the Dulwicb area. It transpired that this was
Colonel Constable, something of a local character, who was
the lessee of Court Farm (see Newsletter 51) and who died
in 1877 in his 90s. Armed with the information supplied
to him, Mr Constable was able to trace more than 70 18th
and 19th century members of his family in parish and county
records, and located a great-granddaughter of Colonel
Constable's (that was his Christian name, by the way, not
his rank) living in Norbury.
We are extremely grateful to one of our senior members,
Mr J W Le Tall, now of Brighton, who has kindly donated
some photographs and literature relating to Bessemer Grange
for our archives. Mr Le Tall's family successively ran the
Toksowa (Hambledon House) and Bessemer Grange Hotels between
1918 and 1947, and he has given us much interesting information on these and other matters.
*******

*******

LOCAL HISTORY
Members may have noticed, we hope with regret, the
shortage of articles on loc~l history in recent Newsletters.
The History Subcommittee plans to rectify this apparent
lack of activity in October, when a 16 page, pull-out,
History Supplement will appear with your regular Newsletter.
We feel that those of you who are interested in,reading
about the history of Dulwich will prefer such an arrangement
to having occasional articles appearing in regular Newsletters which (let's be honest) tend to get discarded
easily. The aim ~s to cover as wide a range of periods
and subjects as possible, so there should be something of
interest for everyone. If this experiment proves a success,
we hope to produce future History Supplements on a regular,
annual basis.
On June 3rd we held an open Members' Meeting in the Charles
Room, Kingswood House, when the theme of the evening was
'The History of Kingswood House and its Estate'. The idea
for the meeting was prompted by Southwark Council's recent
substantial expenditure, to very good eff~ct, on refurbishin
the house. At the end of a talk by three of our members
(with a contribution by Mr Mick West of Southwark Council),
those attending had an opportunity of touring the house and
admiring the work. Other than this brief outline, we can
make no further comment, and cannot tell you whether the
meeting was a success, as at the time of writing this
report it has not yet taken place!
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THE DOVE TAIL
The court rolls of the manor of Dulwich are an invaluable
source of information, particularly for tracing famil?
relationships over several generations or even centuries,
and in no case is this more true than in that of the Dove
family, who were involved in a dispute concerning Dulwich
property which occupies a large proportion of the rol.ls
for for the first half of the sixteenth century. Following this interesting case-history is complicated b~ the
fact that many of the participants shared the same name,
that of John Dove. Even more confusingly, one of these
John Doves had three sons, two of whom·were also called
.John Dove!
The story begins .in the 1420s, with the arrival from
Cheshire of one John Bruton or Breweton, who within a few
years had established himself as reeve of the manor. As
the steward of the manor was the lord's representative at
the manor court, so the reeve represented the villagers at
the lord's council. However, he was also a sort of land
agent for the lord, paid on commission. He was personally
liable if the targets for agricultural production were not
met, but stood to make a good living if the quotas were
exceeded.
John Bruton evidently made a very good living. Over a period
of nearly fifty years he built up his land holdings in
Dulwich by judicious pu~chases, to ov~r one hundred acres,
far and'away .the largest holding by a single individual.
Bear in mind that the total area under plough or pasture
at this time was not much more than five hundred acres,
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and you will appreciate what an important figure he was.
Thirteen of his acres (in Perifield, the site of William
Penn School) were freehold, but the remainder were copyhold.
This meant that they were held according to the custom of
the manor., in theor,y at the will of the lord but .:i,n practice
in perpetuity, in return for a nominal rent (normally a few
pence a year) and an obligation to work for a nµmber of days
every year on the lord's land.
In 1472 John Bruton's copyhold property in Dulwich consisted
of a messuage and 6 acres (formerly Robert Gonuld's), 17
acres called Morkynes, 12 acres in Northcroftes, 14i acres
(formerly William Westone's), 2 acres in le Apse, 3 acres on
,
the north side of Brownings, a tenement and 30 acres (formerly
Agnes Dene's), 2 acres in Middlefield and at Twaycrochyn,
2 other acres in Middlefield (formerly Richard Depeham's),
2 acres in Denesmede (formerly Richard Wythyr's) and 3 acres
in Brownings (formerly John Lilborne' s). The court rolls
for that year record the surrender of all this property
to the use of himself and his wife Joan for life, with
'remainder' to John Dove 'and the customary heirs of his
body'. The relationship between them seems to be that
John Dove was the son of John Bruton's daughter Joan,
whose husband may have been the Henry Dove who later
fought and died with King Richard III at the battle of
Bosworth Field, but the position is not entirely cl0Jg'.
What is known is that in 1507 John Dove attempted a-resettlement of the property, in order to make provision
for all his family. Part of the land was to be held in
trust for his wife Margaret for life, and on her death was
to go to his eldest son John 'and the heirs of his body'.
Another part was given to his second son Henry and the
heirs of his body, with remainder to the same son John and
the heirs of his body~ The rest of the property was left
to his youngest son John and the he.irs of his body, with
similar remainders over. Incidentall~, to avoid getting
hopelessly confused, we shall henceforth refer to the
father as the first John Dove, to the eldest son as John
Dove senior, and to the youngest son as John Dove junior,
as they were referred to in.the subsequent litigation.
~
Before we proceed with the story, some explanation of the
legal principles involved is unavoidable if we are to make
any sense of what happened later_ Consider the phrase
'the customary heirs of his body' used by John Bruton in
the 1472 settlement. Until 1540, when the law was altered,
land could not be disposed of by will or, other testamentary
gift. A man's heir was identified by applying legal rules
of kinship, not by taking the deceased's wishes into/account.
Primogeniture was the. basic rule, in other words where
there were sons the eldest of them inherited. Where there
were no sons, or their issue, more complex rules applied,
but provided the claimant was able to satisfy the rules of
evidence about proving kinship, there was always an heir.
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The rule of primogeniture was the common 'law of the realm,
but could be displaced by a contrary local custom, if of
accepted antiquity. This is of direct importance in our
case, because in some manors, of which Dulwich was one,
there was a customary law known as 'borough english',
whereby on the death of a co~yholder, strange as itmay
seem, his youngest son, not his eldest, was the heir. Th~
only way round these rules of inheritance, whether common
law or customary, was to create settlements of one's
property during one's lifetime, dealing with present and
future interests in the land. Having said that, it is
more than likely that the first John Dove's 1507
resettlement as entered in the court rolls constituted
the provisions of his last Will. The ban on dealing with
property by will was often circumvented by a shameless
legal fiction, whereby two villagers came to the court
and swore that, immediately before his death, the deceased
had surrendered his property to them on certain trusts
(i.e. those declared in the will). The actual court roll
for 1507 has not survived, so we can only guess that this
is what happen~d.
If a man made a settlement giving property 'to A and his
heirs', he was parting with the largest interest which
could exist in land. Because there was a virtually
inexhaustible supply of ,potential heirs, the gift was
effectively in perpetuity. Such an interest was (and
still is) known as a 'fee simple'. What if the same man
wanted to limit potential heirs to A's direct lineal
descendants? He could do so by making the gift 'to A
and the heirs of his body'. This created an interest
known as a 'fee tail', the word 'tail' deriving from
Latin and indicating that the fee simple had been 'cutdown'. From this followed an important consequence, '
which was .again crucial to the Dove dispute: if land
was given in fee simple 'to A and his heirs', A was free
to sell or give away the property, but if the gift was in
fee tail 'to A and the heirs of his body', no alienation
of the property by A, the 'tenant in tail', was permitted
(although there.was a legal device used to circumvent this,
~hich we need not go into), since the effect would be to
disinherit A' s issue, unless the issue. who was the
'remainderman' consented to the alienation.
This was. the position under common law, but was there a
case for claiming that these principles did not apply to
copyhold property? Yes, there way. It could be argued
that, if a. fee tail was recognised at all by customary law,
the tenant in tail was entitled to alienate at any time
after issue were born to him. If this were so, then the
customary fee tail created by John Brut,on' s settlement of
1472 would have been frustrated by the first John Dove's
1507 resettlement. The law was somewhat uncertain on this
point, and it could be said that the Dove dispute was some5
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thing of a test case.
The first John Dove probably died in ~507. John Dove
senior died in 1521, his brother Henry died without issue
c.1525, and his other brother John Dove junior died in
1533. Margaret Dove, the first John Dove's widow, lived
on until 1535, and the ending of her life interest was the
signal for battle to commence between her grandsons. When
legal proceedings began in·January 1536, John Dove senior's
sons Edward and Oliver both claimed the land, as did John
Dove junior's sons Walter and John. As Edward (aged 22).
wa~ the ·only one to have attained his majority (Oliver
being ag-ed about 16, Walter 13, and John about 4), no doubt
the real conflict was between their respective guardians.
The litigation dragged on for two years, dur'ing which both
~ides must have incurred considerable legal expense (including a reference of the matter to the Court of Requests, and
obtaining Counsel's opinion from Sir William Paulet, one of
the most eminent lawy_ers of the day), until at the end of
1537 the case was resolved in favour of John Dove, the
youngest son,of John Dove's youngest son John Dove, if you
follow. He was therefore admitted not only to the lands
which his father John Dove junior had been given by the
r~settlement of 1507, and which had never really been in
dispute, but also to the property which the first John Dove
had settled on John Dove senior and Henry Dove, instead of
John Dove junior, by that same settlement. Thus it was
decided that the 1507 resettlement was invalid, as it
contravened John Bruton's original settlement of 1472.
Incidentally, Oliver Dove died without issue not many years
later, and was succeeded to the small amount of copyhold
property which he held in his own right by his brother, the
second youngest son of John Dove senior. His name, you will
not be surprised to learn,. was John Dove.

*******
WEST DULWICH RAILWAY BRIDGE
Members who use West Dulwich station will doubtless have
been interested observers a~ the replacement railway
bridge took shape on its scaffolding over Thurlow Park
Road and was finally slid into place, in an impressive
display of precision, over the weekend of 15/16 May.
They will be less pleased to learn that the bridge
replacement was originally planned as part of a complete
rebuilding of the station but that.all non-essential work
hl:!,S been "deferred indefinitely for financial reasons", as
the official jargon puts it. Passengers who use the
rickety wooden platforms may disagree·-wi th the BR assessment that the only work which is "'essential"· is· the bridge
itself, so they will have to put up with the. "bus shelters"
on the platforms and the generally dilapidated station
buildings for the indefinite future. The Society has, of
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course, made representations about the station, which is
unworthy of Dulwich, but that BR has financial problems
can scarcely be denied.
The railway through West Dulwich was opened on 1st July
1863, giving the London Chatham and Dover Railway Co.
access to London on its own tracks for the first time,
and avoiding the circuitous route from Beckenham via Crystal
Palace which its trains had used until then. The bridge
which has been replaced was basically of wrought iron,
although it had been extended and strengthened at some point
in its life when the road was widened, so it is probable
that is dated from the opening of the line.
The railway company had to agree the external appearance of
the bridge with the Estates Governors and decorative castiron parapet girders were provided, placed outside the main
girders but not carrying any load. These were dam~ged in
recent years by road vehicles and repla~ed in steel to a
design agreed with the College Architect. The Governors
required that the external appearance of the bridge remain
unchanged after rebuilding, so the steel parapets have been
refurbished to be replaced on the new bridge.
Other wrought iron bridges in the area, such as those over
Turney Road and Croxted Road, must also be reaching the end
of their long lives, so•further replacement operations may
be expected in the not too distant future.
BIRD RECORDINGS
We are happy to inform members that Mr Freshwater
(24 Dulwich Village) has kindly agreed to keep records
of bird sightings in the Dulwich. area. If you have any
records o~observations of interest please send them to
Mr Freshwater directly, or alternatively tgrough any
member of the Wildlife Subcommittee. Preprinted cards
for your records can be obtained on request from Mrs G.
Howells, 7 College Road.
WILDLIFE NEWS ITEMS
Recorders may be interested t~ know that a Dulwich and
distric~ supporters group of the World Wild Life Fund is
active, and that details of its interests and activities
can be obtained from Ruth Tait, 171 Barry Road SE22.
The local group organises outings of interest, 'film shows
and local support/appeals on behalf of WWF.
'
Professor A Bell, formerly of Kings College Plant Sciences
D~partment in Half Moon Lane, has been appointed the new
D~rector at Kew Gardens. We hear also that Dr p Moore of
Kings ?ollege P~ant Scien?es ~as been active in developing
local interest in urban wildlife parks in Bromley. We hope
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to meet and compare notes about our two areas, and how we
see opportunities for preserving as much as possible of
our urban refuges for wildlife. Dr David Goode, formerly
deputy director of the Nature Conservancy Council, has been
appointed to an en;vironmental directorsh~p with C~unt;y Hall ..
We hope to interest all of these people in the obJectives of
of the Dulwich Society.
WILDLIFE IN SUMMER
After the spring arrivals of summer resident birds, and
the interest we have in watching the nesting activities and
then young fledglings, many may feel that there is much less
of wildlife interest through July until the .autumn when we
begin to get records of migrating birds once again. But
there is still much of interest to see in the later summer
and early autumn. In particular, many insects - moths,
butterflies, bees, damsel flies, craneflies - are most
common ov.er these months and it can be rewarding to note
their occurrence, habits, numbeps, as well as to try to
identify them. There are now a number of e.xcellent
illustrated guides to buy or borrow. Compari·sons with
coloured photographs, and .with descriptions of their
habitat, regional limits of occurrence, and time when they
are present can go a: long way to identification. Leave
those long latin names to the specialistsl Setting out
honey pots, or water dishes will often attract moths and
butterflies, and a strong lJght at night will certainly
bring in a swarm of moths, many of them as beautifully
coloured and ornamented as the more obvious day flying
butterflies.
Hedgerow flowers are also worth our attention. There
are several places in the Dulwich · are.a which are promising Grange Lane, the southern ·end of College Road, Green Dales but don't forget to study·the railway embankment as you wait
for your train, 9r to look at the occasional unoccupied
site. July and .later summer flowers will include cinquefoil,
birds foot trefoil, meadow sweet, hedge parsley, toad flax,
willow herb, perhaps honey suckle, poppies, campion and
scabious.
STAG BEETLE
South London is the stronghold in Britain of this large
insect. In Dulwich it is well represented and warm evenin~s
from late May until July will find both males and females(?)
on the wing. Particularly striking are the males which fly
ar varying heights, their bodies vertical and "antlers"
clearly visible against a twilight sky. In a local garden
up to twelve have been seen in a single evening_ tho:µgh the
usual number is one, ,or presumably one, following a regular
flight path. The general flight pattern suggests that the
male is patrolling a territory since it zooms in from a
height and direction which are constant, circles the same
fruit tre.ea and fades from sight over the lawn.
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Regularly repeated at intervals, it sometimes interrupts the
routine by alighting, with a plop and a ~latter on a tree
or fence. These outings are almost certainly n~ptial but as
yet the writer has no firm evidence.
~n da?light beetl~s are more li~ely to be found on the groun~
inactive or.de~d. The da 7k bodies.have a suggestion of
maroon but it is the out~ine th1;1,t is c.):1aracteristic. Any
p~vement or garden path in Dulwich may reveal one at this
time of yeare
Apart from distribution little of the life cycle appears
to be known. Sweet plant juices appear to.be the food of
the adult, wood that of the larva, and the eggs are laid
und~r the bark of a treeo Elms used to constitute a major
habitat for the beetle. What has replaced them is not
r~corded.for the Dulwich· area nor are its local predators,
hibernation(?), or life expectancy known. The answers
could come ~rom your records; if you have any sightings
or observations on stag beetle behaviour please send them
to Mr D V Freshwater, 24 Dulwich Village or to any member
of the Wildlife Subcommittee.
'

*******
Sometimes the interests of those who garden and those who
like to encourage wildlife run counter to one another
The following plea for allowing refuges for wildlife h&s
bee~ written.by a Dulwich Society member who has tried to
strike a balance between these interests.
YOUR GARDENS AND .CONSERVATION
As Spring_passes into Summer, those of us who have gardens
becom~ fully.aware of the resurgence of activity that is
associated with all types of plant and'animal life especially
after a long Winter spell. And with this comes the realisation ~hat t~ese little and not so little "havens of green"
contribute in a way however big or small to conserving a
we~lth of wild plants (which many would deem as weeds) and
animals.
,
~he various.ways of garden management play an important part
in encouraging or deterring the presence of wild species
and ~h?se people who regularly spray with insecticides a~d
herbicide~ could hardly expect to contribute in any positive
w~y to this valuable asset. The make-up of .most gardens
will normally reflect their age and in turn their varied
plant and animal life; a: new well-managed garden will
p 7obably have very few species present at first but as
t~me goes on a state of equilibrium can be reached (if
given th~ chance), as fauna and flora are drawn from the
sur~ounding older and more stable areas to improve the food
chain and predator/prey relationship.
·
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In Dulwich we are lucky to have many "not-so-young-to-old"
established suburban or semi rural type gardens where in
many cases certain sections have been left to revert to
their wild state; such features should be encouraged wherever possible, as the greater the variety of habitats present
so too is that of wildlife; even in the smallest of gardens
a few square feet or yards of wilderness will contribute in
some sm~ll way to this worthwhile cause. Wildlife knows-no
boundaries and it is important that as many gardens and if
·at all possible all, be managed on similar lines. A
definite code of conduct must prevail as there is little
point in encouraging a wild plant species to grown if its
seeds blow into the neighbouring garden where the owner
regularly applies herbicides.
Understandably, most of us have a tendency to remove "weeds"
from our flower beds, but such action robs plant eating
fauna of their food and leads to the disruption of the food
chain of certain species; incidentally, the term weed
applies to a plant that grows in places where man does·not
want it. In fact, a cultivated species can easily fall into
this category where ecologists are concerned, and likewise
the gardener will think in the opposite way - it is-purely
a case for one's own personal opinion in the matter!
The larvae of the Peacock, Red Admiral and Small Tortoiseshell
butterflies feed regularly -on stinging nettles, and the small
Copper butterfly on dock. Some cultivated plants such as
Sweet Williams and Delphinium are food for the Gol_den Plusia
and varied Coronet moths respectively, and at the same time
are beautiful to see. In turn the insects are preyed upon
by parasitic wasps and various birds. The flower nectar of
Buddleia davidii provides 'food,as an energy source to the
adult butterflies mentioned above together with the Painted
Lady and others. Although not entirely dependant on this
plant, it is also visited for the same reason by adult Hover
flies, bees and wasps while at the same time taking the
pollen as well. Ladybirds and their larvae feed on aphids
and in turn some species of ants milk them for their honeydew.
The English Oak is a great conservation tree in that over
three hundred species of living organisms are known to
utilise it in some way or another during their life cycles.
Trees, shrubs, wild and cultivated plants, fungi, ponds,
rotten wood, ·leaf litter, lawn cuttings and all fauna
ranging in size from micros~opic to large, have an interrelated part to play in the ecology of an English garden.
We must not forget the larger animals too. The longtailed mouse is present in many gardens making use of
seeds, berries, bulbs and grain as a food source throughout
the seasons, and it is not uncommon to find that they have
nested in old boots and boxes stacked away in a shed or
garage over the Winter periodo Hedgehogs are taking an
increasing part in the garden scene and even though they
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are nocturnal by habit, their- presence helps to control .
many insects that abound in your flower beds and shrubbe~ies.
Birds of many varieties will feed on fallen unwanted fr:11t
from apple and pear trees, while tall uncut grass left in a
corner somewhere is invariably a haunt for a common frog or
two. Foxes have been known to take up residence in some of
our large Dulwich gardens and it is not uncommon to see
them on the prowl at night in search of ground roosting
birds and rodents, and also to catch them in the act of
rummaging through our dustbins for any ~craps of food.
Prior to the eighteenth century, gardens were dev.eloped
on the style as depicted during the Italian Renaissance
period with a very formal layout which was associated mainly
with large houses. The attraction then for wildlife was not
great, but at the turn of the 1700's when the small suburban
natural gardens came into existence the situation took a
turn for the better.
In this present day and age, there is a great challenge for
man to work out a balance for the needs of conservation
coupled with the requirements of our modern way of living.
It can be done and at the same time it must be understood
that all our forms of wildlife have had the patience (and
you may call it courage), to adapt to their new surroundings. In times gone by the countryside was, truly theirs,
but now the insatiable appetite of developers has turned
such places into new and alien landscape features; it is
certainly not much to ask that we also have the same
patience to accept their presence and help them in their
effort to survive.

*******
The following is an extract from an Ecological Parks
Trust leaflet.
Seven miles south by south-west of central London lies
an area of broad-leaved woodland. The.woodland descends
directly from the ancient forest of south-east England,
which at this point overlapped the London Basin. Following
an arrangement with the Trustees of the Dulwich Estate, the
Greater London Council and the London Borough of Southwark,
nearly five acres of this land is now to be ~anaged by the
Ecological Parks Trust as a City Nature Parke
When the Great Exhibition of 1851 in Hyde Park ended,
popular demand insisted that the vast 'Crystal Palace' be
relocated for permanent use. In 1852 the Palace was reerected on the ridge of Sydenham Hill and alongside was
built the Hi~h Level Railway Station to transport visitors
from all over the country. On the slope next to the Station
an area of woodland partly escaped development, although a
number of large houses were built in 1870 along its lower
frontage to Farquhar Road. This area now becomes the
Dulwich Upper Wood City Nature Park. In 1936 the Crystal
Palace was destroyed in a fire so spectacular that it could
be seen from the South Downs. The railway line fell into
disuse and the Station was demolished. The houses along
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Farquhar Road deteriorated between 1940 and 1960, and their
sites quickly reverted to woodland. All that remains of this
housing· development now are a number of basement areas.
Apart from its convenient location for ecological survey and
research, the wood offers great opportunities for learning
about conservation management in the context of an interested
local community, for education and urban field studies and
as a landscape amenity. The Trust wishes to conserve and
'develop the quality and character of the wood. Management
will be .concentrated on such activities as the creation of
paths, small glades and coppiced areas, planting on a
limited scale and other projects aimed at enhancing the
wood's natural development. We would also like to provide
facilities for schools, colleges and the public, and hope
to open the wood to the public by the summer of 1982.
Material on the history and background of the site has been
made available by the Dulwich So~iety, one of the most
effective of local community organisations, who have already
given us much help with the site preparation. If you have
any enquiries, or would like to-help with the project 1 •
please contact Jonathan Mullard or Ben Burke at the William
Curtis Ecological p~rk. Telephone 01-403 2078.
*******
Horticultural Notes
Some background information on the green-fly (aphids)
and the black bean aphid may prove of interest to
gardeners suffering the annual invasion.
Honey-dew, despite its romantic name is nothing more than
the watery sugary excrement of plant lice or aphids.
Many of these insects live on the underside of the leaves
of lime, sycamore and oth.er trees. Aphids on the wing are
all female and at this time of the year are seeking summer
plants, mostly herbaceous, on which·to reproduce. They
bring forth their young alive without any assistance from
males and all their offspring very soon reproduce on their
own. Winged or wingless forms usually predominate in
alternate generations. It has been estimated that the
progeny Of a single aphid can amount to about 1000 individuals within a fortnight during a heat-wave. Fortunately
for the gardener aphids have many enemies, including birds,
other insects such as lavae of hover flies, ladybirds and
ants; rain also washes them from the plants. Even so
their numbers· sometimes become astronomical and the damage
they do by removing plant juices, spreading virus diseases
and encouraging moulds, is often very serious.
The adult aphid spon dies off as the colder weather comes
but many of the eggs, with their relatively thick shells,
survive the winter and ultimately give rise ·to· the first
spring generation, all of whom are females, who, by virgin
birth, produce further females who fly off in search of
summer host plants, thus completing the annual cycle.
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The Horticultural Subcommittee have been extrem:lY
fortunate in persuading Christopher Brickell, Director
of the R.H.S. Garden, Wisley, to talk to us on Thursday,
4th November ..
Botanist, broadcaster, lecturer, prolific .w~iter 0£
popular articles and learned monographs, Joint author o~ the
definitive.work on Daphnes, e~itor of th: recently publis~ed
R.H.S. Encyclopaedia of Practical Gardening,.traveller, with
a special interest in the Mediterranean and its flora,
Mr. Brickell is indeed a man of many parts, but above all
he is the man of Wisley.
For the past twelve years as Direct?r, and ~efore .that as
Senior Scientific Officer and Botanist, during the most
difficult economic period in the histor~ of.t~e garden, he
has maintained Wisley as a centre of scientific excellence
and a source of inspiration to gardeners throughout the
world while at the same time, being responsible for
numerous notable innovations and improvements.
The subject of Mr. Brickell"s talk will b~ announc~d later,
but in the meantime please note the date in your diary.
*******
The Trading Hut
Many people have shown interest in Lambeth Horticultural
Society's Trading Hut but quite a few seem uncertain as
to our exact relationship. To clarify the situation the Dulwich Society as a whole is af.flliated to Lambeth
Horticultural Society, this means that any member of
Dulwich Society is welcome to use Lambeth's Trading Hut
attend their lectures, functions etc. and enter their '
shows. They are welcoming with open arms people willing
to exhibit. One meets such helpfulness and cameraderie
on these occasions that the initial effort is well worthwhile.
Literature giving you all the information you need
(regarding activities) is available freely at the hut
which is at Cedar Tree Close (first right off Lakeview Rd.,
Knights Hill). _Open Saturday 2p.m. to 4.30p.m.
Sunday 10a.m. to 12.30p.m.
( April, May, June - Thursday 6p.m. to 8p.m.)
Be sure that you get your trading card~ obtainable (S.A.E.)
fr?m ~rs. Pat Rich, 63, Court Lane, Dulwich SE21 7EF.
This is to ensure that only members and affiliated members
benefit from the discount p~ices. Local shopkeepers are
understandably anxious that these advantages are available
only to those eligible. Therefore please remember to take
your card.
Dates of forthcoming shows:Brockwell Park Country Show - July 24th and 25th
L.H.S. Show, Nettlefold Hall, West Norwood, Saturday,
September 11th 2p.m. to 5p.m.
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AMSTERDAM FLORIADE 1982
This floral exhibition has been described as the greatest
flower show on earth. The show opened on 8th April and
will continue throughout the summer until 10th October.
It is being held in the vast expanse of gardens along the
?anks of the Gaasperplas, just outside Amsterdam. There
is also an indoor flower hall covering 7000 square metres.
It has taken five years to transform this once bare land
i.nto the present park.
Special displays of flowers and plants will be held a-s
follows:8 July
- 14 July
Sweet Peas and Pelargoniums
22 July
- 1 August
Summer Flowers
Gladioli
5 August
- 8 August
26 August
- 5 September Gardens and Gardening Accessories
9 September - 12 September Dahlias
16 September - 26 September Late Summer Dried Flowers
30 September - 10 October
Autumn Flowers, Fruit & Vegetables
Walking is the best way to view the show, but there is a
train to all areas of the gardens.
The next show will be held in 1992. Most travel centres
run package visits, including a stay in Amsterdam.
PLANT LOSSES DURING THE WINTER 1981-82
Everyone has their own story of some cher~shed los~ pl1;nt magnolia· camellia; Japanese acer; Buddleia alternifolia
trained to a standard for six years, and then snapped at
the head; all the geraniums, left as usual in the unheated
greenhouse, lost in one night; the eucalyp~us grown.from
guaranteed frost-proof seed; the young conifers split and
flattened. But it is still amazing the number of gardeners
who recounted their losses, and yet said, "We've been lucky".
What a hopeful race we are.
Several nights before Christmas brought exceptional frosts
of -1 Oc or down .to -15c in .the more exposed places. Frosts
from which we, successful growers of many slightly tender
plants, had come to think we were safe. In some frost
pockets this so froze the soil.that the ground remained
frozen under the equal~y exceptional amount of snow that
followed after the first week in January - up to nearly 2
feet in some places - so we were not surprised to lose
plants to the frost. Many hebes, eucalyptus and other grey
leaved subjects went, including a very attractive Coronilla
glauca in a courtyard off Burbage Road.
.
Perhaps even more damage was done by the actual weight of
snow falling, and freezing onto foliage. On College
grounds the heavy berry crop on Cotoneaster simonsii gave
an extra key to the snow. Gum booted owners tried valiantly
to knock the heavy snow off young conifers before the next
fall.
l4

Nearly all the larger leaved hebes suffe~ed in this way,
their branches splitting and breaking off. Only.the smallleaved low varieties like PagBi and Pingufolia survived well,
Iying under their heavy snow blanket. Fortunate Mr. Woods, ·
of Dulwich Park, where the demands of the public gaze
insist that he remove all his damaged hebes, and completely
replant the beds for full cover. Meanwhile, we, on slighter
budgets, wait in hope - even up to June - for the smallest
sign of regrowth; and it will be some years before bushes
reach their previous dimensions.
It seems that it is the non-deciduous plants that have
suffered the most. A damp warm Autumn encouraged the sap
to continue rising until the sudden frosts, and this seems
to have been the cause of death for skimmias, choisya, bay
trees, and even that undemanding favourite, Viburnum Tinus
(laurustinus) has lost many top branches.
In some woodland gardens full grown rhododendrons and even
hollies, were felled by their own weight, and pulled out at
the roots. Others were terribly damaged by split branches.
Trees in this area do not seem to have suffered too badly,
except of course for many well grown eucalyptus. We were
more fortunate than a little further north where all the
evergreen oaks (Ilex) in St. John's College, Oxford were
killed outright. Ours in Dulwich Park and along Sydenham
Hill survived well, but'the actual weight of snow brought
down many dead, standing trees in Dulwich Woods, and great
boughs from other living trees such as oak and mulberry
elsewhere.
Even now there should be a word of caution, as many trees,
weakened by the fearsome weather, may yet dwindle during
the summer.
So now what should we do? Do we believe in the approaching
New Ice Age, and only go in for the hardiest of plants, or
consider that last year was a freak once-and-for-all
occasion, and carry on experimenting with the choice and
tender?
Now I wonder how far afield I shall have to go to acquire
a Coronilla glauca - such pretty yellow flowers against
the grey green foliage.
J.C.M.
A talk will bg given by Bill de Baerdemaecker:"Dulwich Past and Present: More Slides"
at St. Barnabas Hall on October 7th at 8pm.
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QUESTION TIME.

A letter from the Producer

Every Thursday evening at 10.15p.m. on BBC 1 Robin Day
introduces the television discussion programme Question
Time. In it, as you may know, he chairs a panel of four
guests before an invited audience of two hundred people,.
The audience submits the questions they want answered and
also joins in the debate surrounding the subjects discussed.
Although the programme has a strong political flavour, we
do cover a wide range of general, social an.d moral issues tooe
The audience is made up each week from various local
organisations including social and amenity groups, men's
and women's groups, special interests, churches, schools,
tenants associations. I am writing now to discover if
you would be interested in providing a group of up to six
people to join one of our audiences. If you think your
members would like to be invited, I should be grateful if
you would fill in and return the attached form, including
your daytime telephone number. I shall then approach you
at an appropriate time to offer tickets for a specific
Thursday, giving you the names of the guests on the panel
that week.
The programme is recorded on Thursday evenings at the
Greenwood Theatre, Weston Street, SE1 in the Guy's
Hospital complex close to London Bridge Station. Members
o! the audience are invited to arrive between 6.45 and
7.00pm. Coffee and sandwiches are provided on arrival
and the recording takes place between 7.45 and 9.15 pm.
after which you are free to leave. Question Time is
transmitted later the same evening on BBC1 at 10.15 pm ..
Yours sincerely,
Barbara Maxwell
Any Newsletter reader who is interested should contact
Peter Lawson, 41 Vicarage Way, SE21.

A MESSAGE FROM YOUR HONORARY TREASURER
Unfortunately, according to the records~ substantial
number of members appear to have overlooked the. payment
of their subscript·ion: for this y~ar. Therefore those
recipients of this Newsletter wb:o find that they have
not so far paid are requested to send a cheque for £1
to the Treasurer, H. A. Smith, 56 Townley Road, Dulwich
SE22 8SX.
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